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Quantum-dots (QDs) provide an exciting option for the gain media incorporated in active coated nanoparticles (CNPs) because
they possess large gain coefficients resulting from their extreme confinement effects. The optical properties of core/shell QDs
can be tuned by changing the relative size of the core/shell, that is, by effectively changing its band gap structure. Similarly, the
resonance of a CNP can be adjusted by changing the relative sizes of its layers. It is demonstrated here that by optimally locating the
QDs inside a resonant CNP structure it is possible to greatly enhance the intrinsic amplifying behavior of the combined QD-CNP
system.
1. Introduction
The active coated nanoparticle (CNP) designs studied previ-
ously considered active silica cores coated with either Ag or
Au shells (depending on the wavelength region of interest)
[1–3] or the corresponding “inside-out” (IO) designs, that
is, metallic cores covered with active silica coatings [2,
4]. In general, these designs used a simple gain model
that did not include the dispersion behavior typical of a
physical, active medium. These nanoamplifier designs were
predicted to require a gain value of 104–105 cm−1. This is
achievable with quantum dots (QDs); and, consequently,
they have been a preferred choice for some discussions on
the physical realizations of these nanoamplifiers [3]. QDs
offer an alternative, more robust option to dye-based gain
media, which are susceptible to bleaching. Nonetheless, the
active IO-CNP has been experimentally verified with a dye
impregnated silica coating [4]. Moreover, it and related
studies [5, 6] suggest that the strong localized field and
large cross-section effects associated with these plasmonic
nanostructures reduce the model-based large gain values to
more practical ones. We demonstrate here that QDs, which
can be obtained commercially and could be integrated with
the CNPs, do in fact represent an exciting practical option for
a variety of active CNP designs. Moreover, it is established
that the number of QDs needed for a successful active CNP
design is considerably smaller than anticipated.
2. Quantum-Dot Gain Model
The effective permittivity of a core-shell QD has been
modeled by Holmström et al. and is applicable for core-shell
QDs in the strong confinement regime [7]. This model is
motivated by Maxwell-Garnett effective medium theory and
is given by the following:
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ω2 − ω20 + i2ωγ
, (1)
where VCSQD = (4π/3)R32 is the volume of the entire core-
shell structure; f is the oscillator strength; fc and fv
are, respectively, the conduction and valence band carrier
distribution functions; γ is a dampening term associated
with the resonance width. The model assumes that a pump
signal at a frequency higher than the resonance frequency,
fres = ω0/2π, creates the difference between the conduction-
and valence-band populations: ( fc − fv). However, because
this population difference term is effectively related to the
pump strength, it takes on values between 0 and 1. It will be
termed the gain scale. It supplies the model with the ability
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to represent a desired gain value at the resonance frequency.
The core-shell background dielectric constant εCSb is given by
the following:
εCSb = εs + 3 fcoreεs
εc − εs
εc + 2εs − fcore(εc − εs) , (2)
where fcore is ratio of the core volume to the entire QD
volume, and εc and εs are the bulk dielectric constants of
the core and shell, respectively. The model was originally
applied to an InAs/GaAs QD which operated at a bandgap
energy of 0.8 eV (λ = 1550 nm). Because of the desire
to conduct prototype experiments to demonstrate their
potential nanosensor applications, we have extended it here
to commercially available QD structures.
Many different types of quantum dots are now available
commercially in the frequency range of interest. For instance,
Sigma-Aldrich produces a range of CdSe/ZnS core-shell
quantum dots for use in the visible and near-infrared parts
of the spectrum. The published properties of some of their
CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs are given in Table 1 [8]; they show
a considerable range of available gain values and related
optical extinction coefficients, g = −2 (ω0/c) κ, c being the
vacuum speed of light.
Their 560 nm emitting QD, whose diameter is 6.0 nm
was chosen for our study; it has a gain value which is close
to those used in our previous studies [6]. Moreover, its
core-shell configuration conforms nicely to our analytical
simulation approach. The indexes of refraction for CdSe
and ZnS at visible wavelengths are approximately 2.5 and
2.41, respectively [9, 10]. These values, along with the
published QD material properties, were used to calculate
the wavelength-dependent effective permittivity and, hence,
the index of refraction of a QD layer. Figure 1 depicts the
wavelength dependence of the index of refraction for the
commercially available Sigma-Aldrich 560 nm QD based on
the theoretical model given by (1)-(2). It will be denoted
as “SA-560 QD” in the following discussions. The oscillator
strength f and the damping term γ were chosen, respectively,
to be 1.9185 and 5.0 meV to match the corresponding peak
gain value given in Table 1. Consequently, when the gain
scale value equals one, the model recovers that peak gain
value. As Table 1 shows, the observed QD resonance strength
increases as the QD size becomes larger. As a consequence, its
dispersion properties are quite large over the frequency band
of interest. Moreover, the active CNP’s resonant linewidth,
as would be expected for a core-shell amplifier, is quite
narrow [1]. While the available gain bandwidth for these
QDs is wider than the active CNP resonance, both of these
properties nevertheless present added degrees of difficulty in
the design and fabrication of any QD-CNP structure. The
center frequency of the CNP resonance is rather sensitive to
the material properties of its layers and to their respective
radii. To achieve the desired enhanced responses, the final












Figure 1: Behavior of the real, n, and imaginary, κ, parts of
the index of refraction of the SA-560 QD as a function of the
wavelength.
Table 1: Physical properties of commercially available Sigma-











510 0.045 −0.018 3.0 4.9
530 0.065 −0.027 3.3 5.2
560 0.97 −0.432 3.4 6.0
590 1.6 −0.751 4.0 6.2
610 4.90 −2.379 5.2 7.7
640 5.90 −3.005 6.3 8.6
3. Active CNP Designs
The previously studied CNP and corresponding IO designs
possess strong resonant behaviors [4, 6] and serve as the basis
for the QD-augmented designs reported here. In particular,
we replace the active silica region in the previous designs
with an equivalent cluster of QDs, which we treat as a
continuous region whose thickness is determined by the
number of SA-560 QDs that could fit radially into the
layer and whose permittivity is specified by (1) and (2).
We used our previously-developed Mie theory CNP models
[1, 3, 6, 11] to calculate the behavior of the proposed
QD-augmented CNP designs. Silver was selected for the
metal; it was modeled with a size- and wavelength-dependent
permittivity [1] that recovers the known measured results
[12]. As noted above, a background pump signal is assumed
to create the necessary population difference to achieve the
gain value specified by the manufacturer and recovered by
the QD permittivity model, (1).




















Figure 2: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with
the normalized total Poynting’s vector field for a single SA-560 QD.
While a QD possesses amplifying behavior by itself, it
only weakly couples to an incident field, which leads to a
weak response. Figure 2 shows the electric field distribution
and the corresponding Poynting’s vector field for the SA-
560 QD when it is excited by an incident plane wave at its
resonance frequency. The streamlines of the Poynting’s vector
field flow around the QD, indicating a weak interaction of the
incident field with it.
On the other hand, if the QD is simply coated with a
metal, the coupling to and the localization of the incident
field energy in the gain region can be improved substan-
tially and the resulting resonant plasmonic behavior will
significantly enhance its response. We have found that while
a single SA-560 QD, when coated with an Ag shell, can
be designed to have a strong resonance, it does not have
enough gain to overcome the intrinsic losses associated with
that shell. On the other hand, slightly larger CNPs that
contain several QDs generally exhibit stronger light-matter
interactions with (i.e., have a stronger coupling to) the
incident field and, hence, have larger resonant responses. A
multilayered cluster of QDs can be employed in the core and
if the shell is properly designed, the resulting multilayer gain-
augmented core-shell system will exhibit a super-resonance
state [1] when its gain value is large enough to overcome its
intrinsic losses. Figure 3 shows the electric field distribution
for a core size equivalent to the radius of “two” QD layers
(9 nm), that is, a QD in the center and one full layer of dots
surrounding it, when coated with a 3 nm Ag shell. While the
QD core region is treated as a continuous medium in the
simulation, we have included circles that are overlayed in the
core to represent the size of the individual QDs relative to the
entire structure.
There is a significant enhancement in the electric field
amplitude when compared to the single bare SA-560 QD
seen in Figure 2. This enhancement effect can be increased


















Figure 3: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with
the normalized total Poynting’s vector field for a set of SA-560 QDs
encapsulated in a 3.0 nm thick silver shell having a 12.0 nm exterior
radius.
begins to fall off with four- and more layered cores because
the gain is so large it significantly detunes the overlap of
the QD and structural resonances. On the other hand, by
placing the active region more strategically, as suggested by
previous 3-layer designs [6], one can dramatically improve
the active CNP performance while decreasing the number of
QDs required.
The two designs whose performance characteristics are
noticeably the best are the Ag/QD/SiO2 (called the QD-CNP)
and QD/Ag/SiO2 (called the IO-CNP) configurations. Both
are three-layer designs consisting of the same materials, but
differ in the placement of the QD layer. The QD layer of
the QD-CNP design lies between the Ag shell and the SiO2
core, while the QD layer of the IO-CNP is the outermost
layer. The core and shell sizes were adjustable parameters;
the QD size was fixed by the manufacturer’s specifications.
Both of the resulting optimized designs feature a 17.5 nm
radius core and a 6 nm thick QD layer. For both cases, a single
layer of QDs is sufficient to achieve a very large resonant
response. The optimized thickness of the Ag shell in the
QD-CNP design was 6.2 nm (29.7 nm total radius); it was
6.3 nm thick (29.8 nm total radius) for the IO-CNP design.
We note that other three layer designs featuring a single QD
inside a metal coated dielectric core/shell structure have been
proposed [13].
However, we have found that placing the active material
near the shell boundary can greatly increase the performance
of the active CNP. In fact, while we have studied designs with
the active region near, but separated from the shell, we have
seen that the optimal location of the active region is directly
adjacent to the shell. While it is known that placing the active
region next to a metal will enhance the nonradiative decay
rate of the active material, that is, it will quench the emission
rate, recent theoretical and experimental studies have shown
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Figure 4: Scattering and extinction efficiencies for the optimized
QD-CNP and the IO-CNP configurations.
that plasmonic-related effects can actually significantly
enhance the radiative decay rates [14–20]. In particular,
by properly designing a multi-layer structure to retain the
unique optical and electronic properties of the QD and CNP
and to provide a much larger density of radiating states
to which the emissions can couple, one can produce active
CNPs with very efficient florescence behaviors, especially for
materials with high internal quantum efficiencies which QDs
possess. Even though the metal layer is thin and the QDs
are not, which would lead to lower quenching effects in any
event, designs exhibiting the large radiated power enhance-
ments associated with a super-resonance state [1] correspond
to ones that foster enhanced radiative decays. Thus, the
proposed optimized QD-CNP and IO-CNP designs avoid
quenching and significantly outperform the single QD, two-
layer version. The scattering efficiency and the absolute value
of the extinction efficiency for these designs are plotted
against the gain scale factor in Figure 4. We note that the
optimized configurations require less than the peak gain
value to achieve their resonant states, which would be quite
advantageous in practice when fabrication and experimental
tolerances tend to negatively impact the ideal component
performance characteristics. Also note that the extinction
efficiency achieves a negative value on the larger gain factor
value (right) side of the resonant peaks of the scattering
efficiency. (we note that this feature appears in the |Qext|
curves as the sharp nulls since the absolute value is being
plotted). Recall that when the extinction efficiency becomes
negative, it means the losses are overcome and the incident
field is amplified. One immediately observes that the scat-
tering and extinction behaviors of the QD-CNP design are
several orders of magnitude larger than those of the IO-CNP.
The resonant CNP-based designs have cross sections
much larger than their physical size [6]; this behavior
impacts the actual, rather than the model-based gain values




































Figure 5: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with
the normalized total Poynting’s vector field for the QD-CNP and
IO-CNP designs.
behavior of the total Poynting’s vector field for both designs
when the incident plane wave has a 560 nm wavelength. The
QDs are drawn as circles representing their actual size with
respect to the size of the structure. In both the QD-CNP
and IO-CNP cases, these structures produce a strong overall
dipole resonance in their exteriors. However, it is clear that
power is flowing more strongly outward from the QD layer
in the QD-CNP structure than it is in the IO-CNP one (note
that the minimum level in Figure 5(a) is the maximum one
in Figure 5(b)), further emphasizing the large scattering
cross section differences shown in Figure 4.
Although the gain region in the three-layer QD-CNP and
IO-CNP designs is only a single layer of QDs, it has a volume
equivalent to 282 and 481 individual dots, respectively.
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Figure 6: The core-shell model required gain values (blue) and
the actual required gain values of the QD-CNP (red) and IO-CNP
(black) designs (in cm−1).
However, the field overlap in the gain region is strong and
is caused, in part, by an increase in the incident power flow
into the gain region. This strong coupling of the incident field
to the gain region leads to a large scattering cross-section
Qscat, which is in turn effectively related to the enhancement
of the gain value by the amount
√
Qscat, that is, the gain
enhancement factor [6]. This enhanced coupling to the gain
region thus leads to a reduction of the actual gain values
required to achieve the results shown in Figure 4. They are
given in Figure 6, where the model-based gain value (blue)
and the actual gain values of the QD-CNP (red) and IO-
CNP (black) designs are plotted versus the QD gain scale
factor. The largest gain enhancement factor for the QD-CNP
and IO-CNP configurations are, respectively, ≈287 and ≈17.
We again note that the optimized configurations require less
than the peak gain value to achieve their resonant states.
Moreover, the tolerance of the gain scale factor (i.e., the
widths of the resonances in Figure 6) to achieve a significant,
high gain enhancement factor provides further tolerances in
practice to potential fabrication and experimental errors.
We note that the IO-CNP design has a similar, but
weaker behavior. It simply does not possess as large a gain
enhancement factor. This is due to the QD layer being the
outermost one. In the QD-CNP case, the QD layer is within
the cavity formed by the silica core and the metal shell.
Thus, the coupling of the large fields in the core to the
SPPs created in the Ag shell at the Ag-QD (i.e., an ε < 0,
ε > 0) interface provides a much larger feedback mechanism
through the QD gain layer. This feedback is much smaller
in the IO-CNP case because it occurs between the outside
vacuum region and the metal shell. These interpretations are
supported by earlier 3-layer observations [6] that included
an exterior metal coating to the basic IO-CNP configuration
that substantially improved its performance.
4. Conclusions
With an enhancement factor of ≈287, the actual required
gain value in the QD-CNP configuration might be achieved
with only 1 QD instead of the predicted 282 QDs that would
make up an entire layer. In reality, the actual effectiveness of
coupling energy into each QD would be lower than these
ideal values. Nevertheless, the large enhancement factors
observed indicate that designs using only a few QDs may
be possible and that QD-QD coupling effects, while out of
the scope of this study, can quite possibly be ignored due to
the drastically reduced QD requirements. Also, the reduction
of quenching effects seen with highly resonant plasmonic
structures [14–20] suggests that QDs placed near the metal
layer may not suffer from quenching effects, but rather could
be further enhanced by the plasmonic resonance. These
results further suggest that QDs may be a very realistic gain
medium for active CNP designs and that QD-CNPs would be
viable candidates for a variety of nanoamplifier applications.
While the Mie theory analysis is limited in its scope, it has
been used to describe the experimentally observed spectra of
active NPs [4] and provides a good foundation for analyzing
the effects of the resonant CNPs. The inclusion of off-the-
shelf QD geometry and performance characteristics in this
modeling added engineering realism to its outcomes. Future
work includes experimentally encapsulating QDs in these
CNP structures to measure the predicted enhancements
in their emissions and, hence, to verify the theory and
modeling.
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